IUCN ACADEMY OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
2018 TEACHING AND CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP PROGRAM
TUESDAY 3 JULY 2018 – McCANCE LECTURE THEATRE

9-10:30am  WELCOME

SESSION 1: INSIGHTS INTO TEACHING ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AS A SUBJECT
Chair – Associate Professor Amanda Kennedy
• Formats and methodologies for teaching environmental law: An overview based on the IUCNAEL TTT Project – Rob Fowler
• On being, doing and knowing environmental law – Loretta Feris
• Keeping it real: Teaching environmental law to non-lawyers – Evan Hamman

10:30-11am  Morning Tea

11am-12:45pm  SESSION 2: METHODOLOGIES AND EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT
Chair: Professor Shawkat Alam
• Placing community: Placed-based teaching in environmental law subjects – Estair Van Wagner
• Experimenting vibrant teaching method in the environmental law class at the Faculty of Law, University of Indonesia – Wiwiek Awiati and Andri G. Wibisana
• Formative web-based video assessment for off-campus students in postgraduate environmental law: A case study of the Master of Natural Resource Governance – Amy Cosby and Amanda Kennedy

12:45-1:30pm  Lunch

1:30-3:30pm  SESSION 3: TEACHING FORMATS (inc. CLINICS)
Chair: Professor Rob Fowler
• The Way of the Gods: a different walking – Nicola Lugaresi, Laura Barbasetti di Prun, Gaia Lentini, Emanuele Sartori
• Administrative role games in environmental law and governance related courses: Teaching examples from different universities - Volker Mauerhofer
• Environmental rights, climate rights and rights of future generations: Building a conceptual framework – through legal clinics – for training in defense of Third Generation Human Rights in Latin America - Erick Pajares
• Strengthening environmental legal reasoning through the analysis of cases in the environmental clinic - Rafael González-Ballar

3:30-4pm  Afternoon Tea

4-5pm  SESSION 4: PANEL - TEACHING SPECIALISED POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Chair: Professor Anél du Plessis
Panel Members: Sophie Riley, Bob Percival, Melanie Murcott and Matthias Müller

CLOSE